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Abstract
p
off musical trad
ditions of ancient civilizatio
on who built the sites discovered in
The papeer reports a possibilities
Gunung Padang, Westt Java, Indoneesia. Particulaar group of th
he stones in the
t megalithicc site happen
ns to have
d western musical scale. From the
relativelyy high frequeency that migght have corrrespondence with standard
samples recorded at the
t site, we do
d the powerr spectral analysis to have the dominant frequency within
w
the
nd mapped th
he result to MIDI
M numbers. We showed that the obttained four no
otes interestingly have
audio an
particular places in mo
odern musicall scale.
ds: stone-age, megalithic sittes, CIanjur, In
ndonesia.
Keyword

egalithic site while and yet the glance
e view of th
he
me
arcchaeological site is can potentially gives furtheer
und
derstandings about
a
ancientt Indonesian people.
p

nung Padang Megalithic
M
Sitte
1. About Gun
Our understaanding to the evolution of music could lead
us to the imp
portant explaanation of thee developmen
nt of
general humaan civilization.. This is relateed to the struccture
of the acousstic-communiccation signalliing, the cogn
nitive
capacity to design and acquisition of instrumeents,
a
lateralization of thee brain funcction,
localization and
melody and the rhythm
m while speaking, symbolic
nd the manip
pulation of emotions
e
thro
ough
gesturing, an
sounds, aestthetical expreessions, etc. [3]. Some works
w
related to this has been shown
s
by Ieggor Reiznikofff and
ois with somee hypothesis of
o the importance
Michel Dauvo
of music and songs in Paleo
olithic civilizattion [5, 6].

Fig. 1 The location of the Gunung Padang
P
Site

hic site of In
ndonesian Gunung Padan
ng is
The megalith
located in th
he District of Cianjur, Wesst Java, Indon
nesia
and estimateed to be builtt around 2500
0-1500 B.C. [1]. It
has enrich Indonesian pre-historic archaeological casse of
study since 1979 when it was discovered. The site
t
build
ding with 3,13
32.15
happens to be an ancient terraced
o the
m2 area. Theere were not many notes regarding to

Fig. 2 Bird’s eyye-view sketchees of the Site with the G-key
syymbol showed the
t place of thee group of stone
es that possiblyy
u
used
as musical instruments.
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We found th
hat some gro
oups of the stones
s
locateed as
presented in
n figure 2 co
ould be regaarded as anccient
musical instruments as th
he hit to the stones prod
duces
ould be elabo
orated in this short report.. The
notes that wo
stones are in dimensions of
o approximattely 200 x 25 x 25
d within the sites.
s
As far as we
cm3 and theyy are grouped
know, this is
i the first observation that conjecttured
possibilities that the civilizzation built th
he megalithic sites
s
as part of
have recogniized music orr produced sounds
aesthetics in the ancient culture. Morre comprehen
nsive
a further wo
orks are need
ded though to
o reobservation as
check any claaims made by our findings. A visualizatio
on of
the site can be
b accessed on
nline1.
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o the respectiive frequency domain, ck [6
6.7]. Thus, we
into
havve the frequen
ncy-based meeasurement off

pk = F [ ck ]

(2)

om numbers of
o produced ssounds, we found that therre
Fro
are
e at least fourr states of audible frequen
ncy that can be
b
reccognized as ‘musical’ pittches. From
m the yieldeed
spe
ectrogram [2]] it is intuitiively we can
n say that th
he
sou
unds have thee same timbree – a thing th
hat can give us
u
con
njecture that it
i is from peerr instruments.
pectral analyysis, we could
om the yielded power sp
Fro
corrrespond the dominant frequency to the
e MIDI scale as
a
a sttandard comp
putational mu
usic notation, follows
f

k max(
→ θ MIDI
MI
m p )

(3)

k

us we can maap the recognized frequenccies (presenteed
Thu
in table
t
1) into the standard m
musical notation as shown in
figu
ure 4.
Table 1
a
and thee conjectured frequencies
The cleaned audio

Produced So
ounds
1
2
3
4

Frequencyy (kHz)
2.683
3
3.077
7
4.588
8
5.171

Fig. 3 A wavefform of a samplle audio (abovee) and its respecctive
power spectrral density (belo
ow).

p
by the
t stones
2. Analysis off the sounds produced
Sounds are produced
p
by hitting the sttones in its upper
and long sidee and record
ded by the sttandard recorrding
devices. The obtained sam
mpled then analyzed
a
by using
u
orm analysis that model the
the Fast Fourier Transfo
waveform in its time-domaain yj of

1

Figg. 4 The map off the frequenciees to the western musical scalee
show
ws pitches of f’’’’ – g’’’ – d’’’ – a’’’
a

om the corresspondence of the frequenccy to the MID
DIFro
mapper, apparently we can have the pitche
es of f’’’ – g’’’ –
d’’’’ – a’’’. Thiss is an interresting findin
ngs and morre
com
mprehensive studies
s
and o
observations (e.g. excavatin
ng
the
e site in seaarch for any musical stones still pileed
und
derground) might
m
lead u
us to reveal the musical
tradition of the megalithic so
ociety and th
he evolution of
o

URL: http:///youtube.coom/watch?v=OmAPY8eStmM.
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Multidisciplinary Perspective”. Journal of World Prehistory. 17
(1).

musical instruments in general as well. The sampled
cleaned raw audio files2 and the reproduction3 within the
respective MIDI mapper are available online.

[9] Underhill, A. P. and Habu, J. (2006). “Early Communities in
East Asia: Economic and Sociopolitical Organization at the Local
and Regional Levels”. Stark, M. T. (eds.). Archaeology of Asia.
Blackwell Publishing.

3. Discussions & Concluding Remarks
Our observation has given conjecture that it is possible
that the stone-age civilization has already a musical
tradition. This is obvious since while we see the cognitive
development of human being evolves gradually, there
should be a phase between the time of screaming [4] and
Sumerian harps and lyres [8] or the Chinese bonewhistling [9] where the civilization produce music by
simpler instruments. Our findings in this megalithic sites
might lead us to an interesting candidate for this: the
made-of-stone musical instruments.
Regarding to the sizes of the ancient musical
instruments, it is interesting to propose that there should
be a team as a scenario play them. This is apparently
interesting as we could see an aesthetic based working
team in the stone age. A lot of more conjectures that
might enrich our understanding is awaited for further
observation at the site.
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